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Abstract

Deep learning-based 3D human pose estimation per-
forms best when trained on large amounts of labeled data,
making combined learning from many datasets an impor-
tant research direction. One obstacle to this endeavor are
the different skeleton formats provided by different datasets,
i.e., they do not label the same set of anatomical land-
marks. There is little prior research on how to best super-
vise one model with such discrepant labels. We show that
simply using separate output heads for different skeletons
results in inconsistent depth estimates and insufficient infor-
mation sharing across skeletons. As a remedy, we propose a
novel affine-combining autoencoder (ACAE) method to per-
form dimensionality reduction on the number of landmarks.
The discovered latent 3D points capture the redundancy
among skeletons, enabling enhanced information sharing
when used for consistency regularization. Our approach
scales to an extreme multi-dataset regime, where we use 28
3D human pose datasets to supervise one model, which out-
performs prior work on a range of benchmarks, including
the challenging 3D Poses in the Wild (3DPW) dataset. Our
code and models are available for research purposes.1

1. Introduction
Research on 3D human pose estimation has gone

through enormous progress in recent years [12, 17, 37, 39,
43, 46, 57, 69]. While semi-supervised and self-supervised
approaches are on the rise [41, 79], best results are still
achieved when using as much labeled training data as possi-
ble. However, individual 3D pose datasets tend to be rather
small and lacking in diversity, as they are often recorded
in a single studio with few subjects. Therefore, to pro-
vide the best possible models for downstream applications
(e.g., action recognition, sports analysis, medical rehabili-
tation, collaborative robotics), it becomes important to use
many datasets in the training process. Thanks to sustained
efforts by the research community, numerous publicly re-

1https://vision.rwth-aachen.de/wacv23sarandi
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Figure 1: Different 3D human pose datasets (e.g., CMU-
Panoptic and Human3.6M) provide annotations for differ-
ent sets of body landmarks (left). To best leverage such
discrepant labels for multi-dataset 3D pose estimation, we
discover a smaller set of latent 3D keypoints (right), from
which the dataset-specific points can be reconstructed. This
allows us to capture the redundancy among the different
skeleton formats and enhance information sharing between
datasets, ultimately leading to improved pose accuracy.

leased, labeled datasets exist. However, as prior published
works only train on at most a handful of them, it remains un-
known what performance could be achieved by combining
more than a decade of dataset collection efforts into a sin-
gle model. Unfortunately, this is not a trivial undertaking,
since different datasets do not use the same skeleton format
for their labels (see Fig. 1), e.g., the hip keypoints are at
different heights, some body parts are only labeled in some
datasets, some provide surface markers while others provide
keypoints inside the body, etc. Prior work has rectified such
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(a) Separate skeleton prediction (b) With our proposed ACAE regularization
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Figure 2: We train models to jointly estimate 3D human pose according to multiple different skeleton formats so that we can
train on many datasets at once. a) Simply using separate prediction heads on a shared backbone is an insufficient solution
to this multi-skeleton learning problem, as we obtain inconsistent outputs along the depth axis. b) We propose a method to
capture and exploit the redundancy among the different skeletons using a novel affine-combining autoencoder-based (ACAE)
regularization. This leads to a clear improvement in skeleton consistency.

differences through a handful of individually defined rules
(e.g., shrink the hip-pelvis distance by a certain factor [65]),
but this does not scale to many keypoints and datasets – we
need a more systematic and automatic method. The ques-
tion we tackle in this work is therefore: How can we auto-
matically merge dozens of 3D pose datasets into one train-
ing process, given the label discrepancies? We refer to this
task as multi-skeleton 3D human pose estimation.2

If we ignored the discrepancies altogether and proceeded
as if keypoints with the same name represented the same
body landmark, the model would be supervised with in-
consistently labeled examples and would learn to output
a skeleton format that is some kind of average of the true
ones, leading to subpar benchmark performance. Alterna-
tively, we may consider this as a multi-task learning prob-
lem, and predict the skeletons on separate output heads on
a shared backbone, without assuming any skeleton corre-
spondences. But as we will see, this is not ideal either, as
there is insufficient information sharing between skeletons,
which is most apparent in inconsistencies between the depth
predictions of such a model, as shown in Fig. 2a.

To strike the right balance between those two extremes,
we aim to establish some connections between the skeleton
formats without assuming them to be the same. To learn
such geometric relations between skeletons, we introduce
a novel autoencoder-based dimensionality reduction tech-
nique to compress a larger set of 3D keypoints (the joints
from all datasets) into a lower-cardinality representation (a
smaller latent keypoint set). The encoder and decoder com-
pute affine combinations of their input points, and are thus

2For simplicity, we call any set of landmarks provided in a particular
dataset a “skeleton”, and use “landmark” and “joint” synonymously.

equivariant to rotation and translation. We further induce
chirality equivariance (left-right symmetry) via weight shar-
ing [77]. We call this model an Affine-Combining Autoen-
coder (ACAE). We employ the ACAE in pose estimation
training as an output regularizer, to encourage consistent
predictions. This improves prediction results both quali-
tatively and quantitatively. As an alternative to the regu-
larization approach, we can also directly predict the latent
keypoints of the ACAE with a 3D pose estimator. This latter
variant avoids the need for the underlying pose estimator to
estimate a large number of joints, which may be costly for
some methods. In both cases, the final predictions become
consistent, showing the value of our approach in tackling
multi-dataset 3D pose estimation.

Through an extensive literature review, we have identi-
fied 28 datasets with high-quality 3D human pose labels. By
systematically pre-processing these datasets and discarding
redundant poses, we constructed a meta-dataset of 13 mil-
lion examples, spanning more than a thousand people. This
is almost two orders of magnitude more data than in typical
research papers (e.g., Human3.6M has ∼165k examples af-
ter redundancy filtering). We show that using more data in-
deed helps, and that our approach scales to 28 datasets pro-
viding a total of 555 joints in their skeleton formats, sum-
marized in Tab. 1. Our final models show excellent in-the-
wild performance, outperforming currently available mod-
els, making them highly useful for downstream research.

In summary, we make the following contributions in
this paper. (1) We assemble the largest scale meta-dataset
for 3D human pose estimation to date, consisting of 28 in-
dividual datasets, and release scripts for reproducing the
process. We call special attention to the problem of dis-
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Table 1: We study the extreme multi-dataset setting of 3D
human pose estimation, using all datasets below in one
training process. We define three dataset combinations (in-
dicated by ♢, ♣, and, ♡) to study the effect of training data
amount. (* marks custom dataset-specific skeletons.)

Dataset name #E
xa

mple
s

#R
ea

l S
ub

j.

#K
ey

po
int

s

Sub
set

Skeleton
Real images with markerless MoCap

MuCo-3DHP [56] 677k 8 28 ♢♣♡ 3DHP
CMU-Panoptic [36] 2.81M >60 19 ♣♡ COCO
AIST-Dance++ [42, 72] 1.86M 30 19 ♣♡ COCO
HUMBI [78] 1.26M 772 19 ♣♡ COCO
MPI-INF-3DHP [55] 627k 8 28 ♣♡ 3DHP
RICH [29] 96k 15 42 ♣♡ SMPL-X [62]
BEHAVE [6] 42k 7 43 ♡ SMPL, COCO
ASPset [58] 124k 15 17 ♡ *
3DOH50K [80] 50k <10 14 ♡ LSP [35]
IKEA ASM [5] 23k 48 17 ♡ *

Real images with marker-based MoCap
Human3.6M [9, 30] 165k 5 25 ♢♣♡ H3.6M
TotalCapture [71] 130k 5 21 ♣♡ *
BML-MoVi [21] 553k 13 87 ♡ *
Berkeley-MHAD [60] 526k 12 43 ♡ *
UMPM [1] 164k 30 15 ♡ *
Fit3D [20] 147k 8 25 ♡ H3.6M
GPA [75] 109k 13 34 ♡ *
HumanSC3D [19] 72k 4 25 ♡ H3.6M
CHI3D [18] 46k 6 25 ♡ H3.6M
Human4D [10] 40k 4 32 ♡ *
MADS [81] 33k 5 15 ♡ *

Synthetic images
SURREAL [73] 1.9M 24 ♢♣♡ SMPL [48]
3DPeople [64] 946k 29 ♣♡ *
JTA [16] 562k 22 ♣♡ *
HSPACE [4] 195k 35 ♣♡ GHUM [76]
SAIL-VOS [28] 101k 26 ♣♡ *
AGORA [61] 79k 66 ♣♡ SMPL[-X]
SPEC [40] 59k 24 ♡ SMPL

Real images with 2D annotations (weak supervision)
COCO [45] 47k 17
MPII [2] 27k 16
PoseTrack [3] 40k 15
JRDB [54] 59k 17

Totals (for 3D-labeled data)
Small (3 datasets) 2.8M 13 77 ♢

Medium (14 datasets) 10.8M >900 277 ♣

GRAND TOTAL (28 ds.) 13.4M >1k 555 ♡

parate skeleton annotation formats in these datasets, which
has rarely been addressed in the literature so far. (3) We pro-
pose affine-combining autoencoders (ACAE), a novel linear
dimensionality reduction technique applicable to keypoint-
based representations such as poses. (4) We apply the
ACAE to regularize model predictions to become more
consistent, leading to qualitative and quantitative improve-
ments, and we show that the latent points can be predicted
directly as well. (5) We release high-quality 3D pose es-
timation models with excellent and consistent in-the-wild
performance due to diverse supervision and our regulariza-
tion tying together different skeleton formats.

2. Related Work

3D Human Pose Estimation. For an overview on the cur-
rent trends in 3D pose estimator design, we refer the reader
to excellent current surveys [11, 15, 34, 47, 79]. We empha-
size that our approach is independent of the internals of the
pose estimation method.

Handling Discrepancy in Skeleton Formats. In 2D-to-
3D pose lifting, Rapczyński et al. [65] combine pairs of
datasets in training by concatenating the training data sets,
and harmonize the joints through hand-crafted rules. In 2D
pose tracking, Guo et al. [24] train dataset-specific output
heads and combine their results via hand-crafted rules. To
unify pose representations, some prior works on (image-
independent) MoCap data standardized the height and bone
length of skeletons [26, 52]. The AMASS dataset [51] ad-
dresses the problem of discrepancy in MoCap data repre-
sentations by mapping them to the SMPL [48] represen-
tation, but the dataset does not provide corresponding im-
ages and cannot be used for image-based pose estimation.
Furthermore, the underlying MoSH++ algorithm relies on
a complex, multi-stage procedure requiring temporal se-
quence data and a pre-existing body mesh model. In con-
trast, our method has different goals and is much simpler in
comparison. We do not aim to generate a definitive, univer-
sal ground truth representation for all datasets, instead our
latent keypoint set is only used as an intermediate represen-
tation for the pose estimator, but the losses and evaluations
are still computed in the original skeleton formats, after de-
coding the latent points into full skeletons.

Keypoint Discovery. Discovering a good set of landmarks
to describe objects has been investigated in other contexts
in computer vision. 2D keypoint discovery has been used
to disentangle pose and shape in 2D human pose estima-
tion [31, 32]. In 3D, Jakab et al. [33] discover control points
for deforming 3D shapes. Rhodin et al. [66] learn a 3D hu-
man representation that consists of a set of 3D points, which
encode both pose and appearance, optimizing for the unsu-
pervised auxiliary task of novel view synthesis. Loper et al.
[49] optimize the placement of sparse markers on the body
to best capture both human shape and pose.

Linear Subspace Learning. Linear dimensionality reduc-
tion has a long history, with principal component analysis
being the best known representative [63]. Its relation to au-
toencoders was discovered by Bourlard and Kamp [8], and
a recent paper by the same first author reviews the develop-
ments since [7]. Linear autoencoders have been employed
in robust and sparse [23] variants, a detailed overview is
presented in [14]. Our proposed affine-combining autoen-
coders are related, but have different constraints, tailored to
our use case, i.e., that the weights sum to unity, and there is
no requirement of orthogonality, unlike in PCA.
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(a) Step 1: Train initial model.
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(c) Step 3: Fine-tune the model for consistency.

Figure 3: Our complete training workflow. We train an initial model on all skeletons of multiple datasets without enforcing
consistency. Using this model, we create pseudo-ground truth, needed to train an autoencoder that learns a latent keypoint
space. In turn, we use this frozen autoencoder to regularize the initial model during fine-tuning, encouraging consistent
predictions.

3. Method
Our goal is to obtain a strong, monocular RGB-based

3D human pose estimation model by integrating numerous
datasets into one mixed training process, even when the dif-
ferent datasets provide annotations according to different
skeleton formats. Suppose we have D skeleton formats,
with {Jd}Dd=1 joints in each, for a total of J = ∑D

d=1 Jd
joints overall. Further, we have a merged dataset with N
training examples, each consisting of an image of a person
and annotations for a subset of the J body joints in 3D. Our
proposed workflow consists of three main steps. First, we
train an initial model that predicts the different skeletons on
separate prediction heads, branching out from a common
backbone network (Fig. 3a). With the resulting model, we
can run inference and produce a pseudo-ground truth “par-
allel corpus” of many poses given in every skeleton for-
mat. From this, the geometric relations between skeleton
formats can be captured. We accomplish this in the second
step, by training an undercomplete geometry-aware autoen-
coder, which discovers a latent 3D body landmark set that
best captures human pose variations in the pseudo-GT data
(Fig. 3b). Finally, equipped with the trained autoencoder,
we rely on its learned latent space to make the model out-
put consistent across skeleton formats through output regu-
larization (Fig. 3c). We also experiment with direct latent
point prediction, and a hybrid variant for the last step.

3.1. Initial Model Training
The first step of our workflow is to train an initial pose

estimator to predict all J joints separately (Fig. 3a). This
means that no correspondences or relations across different
skeletons are assumed, i.e., without specifying or enforc-
ing that the left shoulder joint of one skeleton should be
predicted near the left shoulder of another skeleton. This
is akin to multi-task architectures that use different task-
specific heads on one backbone. The pose loss we minimize
is Lpose = Lmeanrel+λprojLproj+λabsLabs, where Lmeanrel is an
ℓ1 loss computed after aligning the prediction and ground
truth at the mean, Lproj is an ℓ1 loss on the 2D coordinates

after projection onto the image, and Labs is an ℓ1 loss on the
absolute pose (in camera coordinates). Since each training
example is annotated only with a subset of the J joints, we
ignore any unlabeled joints when averaging the loss.

When visualizing the different skeleton outputs of this
trained model, we see inconsistencies among them along
the challenging depth axis (see Fig. 2). This is understand-
able, since we have not employed any training mechanism
that would ensure any relations between the output skele-
tons (except that they are predicted from shared backbone
features). On the other hand, when projected onto the image
plane, the predictions appear sufficiently consistent.

3.2. Pseudo-Ground Truth Generation
To characterize how the joints of the different skeletons

relate to one another, we need pose labels according to all
skeleton formats for the same examples, to function as a
“Rosetta Stone”. Since no such ground truth is available
(datasets only provide one type of skeletons, rarely two),
we generate pseudo-ground truth using the initial separate-
head model. It is important to use images that the model
can handle well in this step, hence we choose a relatively
clean, clutter-free subset of the training data for this purpose
(H36M and MoVi). This yields a set of K pseudo-ground
truth poses, with all J joints: {Pk ∈ RJ×3}K

k=1
.

3.3. Affine-Combining Autoencoder
To capture the redundancy among the full set of J joints,

and ultimately to improve the consistency in estimating
them, we introduce a simple but effective dimensionality
reduction technique. Since the pseudo-GT is more reliable
in 2D (the X and Y axes) than in the depth dimension, the
transformation to and from the latent representation should
be viewpoint-independent, in other words the representa-
tion should be equivariant to rotation and translation. This
equivariance in turn requires the latent representation to be
geometric, i.e. to consist of a list of L latent 3D points
Qk ∈ RL×3 (L < J). This makes intuitive sense: the way the
different skeletons relate to each other is only dependent on
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how joints are defined on the human body, not on the camera
angle. The latent points are then responsible for spanning
the overall structure of a pose. Specific skeleton formats
can then be computed in relation to these latents. Further,
the latent points should only have sparse influence on the
joints, e.g., some latent points should be responsible for the
positioning of the left arm and these should have no influ-
ence on the right leg’s pose. We find that these requirements
can be fulfilled effectively by adopting a novel constrained
undercomplete linear autoencoder structure, which we call
affine-combining autoencoder (ACAE). Instead of operat-
ing on general n-dimensional vectors, an ACAE’s encoder
takes as input a list of J points pj ∈ R3 and encodes them
into L latent points ql ∈ R3 by computing affine combina-
tions according to

ql =
J

∑
j=1

wenc
l,j pj ,

J

∑
j=1

wenc
l,j = 1, ∀l = 1, . . . , L. (1)

Similarly, the decoder’s goal is to reproduce the original
points from the latents, again through affine combinations:

p̂j =
L

∑
l=1

wdec
j,l ql,

L

∑
l=1

wdec
j,l = 1, ∀j = 1, . . . , J. (2)

Since affine combinations are equivariant to any affine
transformation, our encoder and decoder are guaranteed to
be rotation and translation equivariant. (Note that the same
weighting is used for the X, Y and Z coordinates.)

The learnable parameters of the ACAE are the affine
combination weights wenc

l,j and wdec
j,l , which can also be un-

derstood as (potentially negative) generalized barycentric
coordinates [27] for the latents w.r.t. the full joint set and
vice versa. Allowing negative coordinates is necessary, as
this allows the latents to spread outwards from the body,
similar to a cage used in graphics [59]. Restricting the en-
coder and decoder to convex combinations would severely
limit its expressiveness. To achieve sparsity in the weights
(i.e., spatially localized influence), we use ℓ1 regularization,
and this also reduces the amount of negative weights, pre-
ferring nearly convex combinations. We further adopt the
ℓ1 reconstruction loss, as it is robust to outliers which may
be present due to noise in the pseudo-GT.
Problem Statement. We can now formally state our pro-
posed ACAE problem in matrix notation for the weights.
Given K training poses with J joints {Pk ∈ RJ×3}K

k=1
,

minimize
Wenc∈RL×J ,Wdec∈RJ×L

Lreconstr + λsparseLsparse

Lreconstr =
1

K

K

∑
k=1

∥Pk −WdecWencPk∥1

Lsparse = ∥Wenc∥1 + ∥Wdec∥1
s. t. Wenc1J = 1L, Wdec1L = 1J ,

(3)

where 1a is a vector of dimension a filled with ones and

λsparse controls the strength of the sparsity regularization.
The sum-to-one (partitioning of unity) constraints ensure
that the weights express affine combinations, which is nec-
essary for translation equivariance.

Reconstruction Loss on 2D Projection. As discussed
above, the pseudo-GT is more reliable in its 2D projection
than along the depth axis. We therefore adapt the above
general problem formulation to take this into account by
defining the reconstruction loss on 2D projections:

Lproj
reconstr =

1

K

K

∑
k=1

∥Π(Pk) −Π(WdecWencPk)∥1, (4)

where Π(⋅) denotes camera projection.

Our key insight here is that it is sufficient to observe
the high-quality 2D image-plane projections of this model’s
outputs to characterize how the joints of different skele-
ton formats geometrically interrelate, because these rela-
tions are viewpoint-independent. As a simplified example,
if we observe on many poses, that a certain joint tends to
be halfway in between two other joints in 2D, then this will
also have to hold along the depth axis.

Chirality Equivariance. As humans have bilateral sym-
metry, it is natural to expect the autoencoder to be chirality-
equivariant, i.e. to process the left and right sides the same
way [77]. To this end, we partition the latent keypoints into
three disjoint sets: left, right and central latents, following
the same proportions as in the full joint set. Assume, with-
out loss of generality, that the points are sorted and grouped
into left-side, right-side and center blocks. We then impose
the following weight-sharing block structure on both the en-
coder and decoder weight matrices:

W =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

W1 W2 W3

W2 W1 W3

W4 W4 W5

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

. (5)

This structure indeed ensures chirality equivariance, since
the matrix remains the same if we permute both its rows and
columns by swapping the first two sections, i.e., swapping
the left and right points in the inputs and the outputs.

Head Keypoint Weighting. Based on the intuition that
smaller motions of head and facial keypoints can be more
semantically relevant, we weight these joints higher (by a
factor of 10) in the loss, ensuring that the latents sufficiently
cover the head as well. (We later found that this is not
strictly necessary and the method also works without this
as well.)

Training. We train the autoencoder using the Adam opti-
mizer [38] with batch size 32. To enforce the sum-to-one
constraints, we normalize the weight matrices within the
computational graph.
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(b) Hybrid of Fig. 3c and 4a with a further student-teacher loss.

Figure 4: Alternative model structures for the fine-tuning
phase, to be used instead of Fig. 3c in our training workflow.

3.4. Consistency Fine-Tuning
Once our affine-combining autoencoder is trained on

pseudo-ground truth, we freeze its weights and use it to en-
hance the consistency of 3D pose estimation outputs, with
one of three alternative methods.
Output Regularization. In this case (Fig. 3c), we estimate
all J joints P̂ ∈ RJ×3 with the underlying pose estimator,
but we feed this output through the autoencoder, and apply
an additional loss term that measures the consistency of the
prediction with the latent space, through an ℓ1 loss, as

Lcons = ∥P̂ −WdecWencP̂ ∥1. (6)

This encourages that the separately predicted skeletons can
be projected to latent keypoints and back without infor-
mation loss, thereby discouraging inconsistencies between
them. The pose loss Lpose (c.f . Sec. 3.1) applied on P̂ .
Direct Latent Prediction. To avoid having to predict a
large number of J joints in the base pose estimator, we de-
fine an alternative approach where the latents Q̂ ∈ RL×3

are directly predicted and then fed to the frozen decoder
(Fig. 4a). The last layer is reinitialized from scratch, as the
number of predicted joints changes from J to L. The pose
loss Lpose is applied on WdecQ̂.
Hybrid Student-Teacher. In a hybrid of the above two
variants, we keep the full prediction head and add a newly
initialized one to predict the latents Q̂ directly (Fig. 4b). To
distill the knowledge of the full prediction head to the latent
head, we add a student-teacher-like ℓ1 loss

Lteach = ∥Q̂ − stop gradient(WencP̂ )∥1, (7)

which is only backpropagated to the latent predictor (the
student). During inference, we use WdecQ̂ as the output, to
be as lightweight as direct latent prediction.

4. Experimental Setup

Base Model. We adopt the recent state-of-the-art Me-
TRAbs [67] 3D human pose estimator as the platform for
our experiments, but we note that our method is agnostic to
the specifics of the underlying pose estimator. Unless men-
tioned otherwise, the backbone is EfficientNetV2-S [70].

Training Details. We perform 400k training steps with
AdamW [50] and batch size 128, with every dataset repre-
sented with a fixed number of examples per batch. Batch
composition and learning rate schedule are specified in the
supplementary. We use ghost BatchNorm [25, 68] with size
16, as this improved convergence in multi-dataset training,
together with switching the BatchNorm layers to inference
mode for the last 1000 updates. The final fine-tuning phase
has 40k iterations with smaller learning rate on the back-
bone than the heads. The autoencoder weights are trained
on pseudo-GT obtained with EffV2-L. We crop a 256×256
px square around the person, apply perspective undistortion
with camera intrinsics and perform augmentation as in [67].

Datasets. See Tab. 1 for an overview of all used datasets,
which employ a variety of skeleton formats. In some cases,
e.g., when annotations are derived through triangulating
COCO-like predictions (of e.g., OpenPose), or through fit-
ting a body model (e.g., SMPL), we can assume that mul-
tiple datasets use the same convention (indicated in the last
column). For other datasets, we assume the skeleton is a
custom one, yielding 555 distinct keypoints in total. As
most 3D human datasets contain videos, rather than isolated
images, the number of sufficiently different poses is smaller
than the total number of annotated frames. We hence dis-
card examples where all joints remain within 100 mm of
the last stored example. Our overall processing ensures that
each training example has a person-centered image crop,
camera intrinsics, 3D coordinates for some subset of the
joints, a bounding box and a segmentation mask.

Evaluation Metrics. We evaluate on four datasets:
MuPoTS [56], 3DPW [53], 3DHP [55] and H36M [9, 30].
Over the years, different evaluation metrics and protocols
have become customary on different datasets, whose de-
tails can be very arcane. Especially in a multi-dataset set-
ting, we find it important to use consistent metrics. For our
main experiments, we therefore adopt the following four
metrics everywhere: MPJPE: mean Euclidean distance be-
tween predicted and ground truth joints after alignment at
the root joint. PMPJPE: mean Euclidean distance after Pro-
crustes alignment. PCK@100mm: percentage of joints pre-
dicted within 100 mm of the ground truth after root align-
ment. CPS@200mm: percentage of poses where all joints
are within 200 mm distance of the ground truth after root
alignment [74]. More details on the experimental setup are
in the supplementary.
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Table 2: Results using different amounts of datasets when training a separate-head model. Tab. 1 defines which datasets
belong in which combination size. Using more datasets improves results on the 3DPW, 3DHP and MuPoTS benchmarks. On
Human3.6M the small dataset combination gives better results, but this studio benchmark it less suited for studying real-world
generalization capacity, as opposed to in-the-wild and outdoor benchmarks such as 3DPW and MuPoTS.

MuPoTS-3D 3DPW MPI-INF-3DHP Human3.6M
MPJPE↓ PMPJPE↓ PCK100↑ CPS200↑ MPJPE↓ PMPJPE↓ PCK100↑ CPS200↑ MPJPE↓ PMPJPE↓ PCK100↑ CPS200↑ MPJPE↓ PMPJPE↓ PCK100↑ CPS200↑

Single dataset 91.3 62.9 65.3 53.5 – – – – 66.5 46.7 83.0 78.4 48.3 33.2 92.1 89.8
Small (♢) 88.4 61.3 67.3 59.9 81.0 54.5 72.9 35.8 64.8 45.9 83.7 78.9 42.1 33.8 94.6 90.3
Medium (♣) 86.1 59.4 69.0 67.9 64.3 45.6 82.5 70.0 61.7 44.6 85.6 80.2 43.2 34.5 94.3 90.3
Full (♡) 84.6 59.0 70.1 66.0 61.8 43.4 83.8 71.1 59.6 44.1 86.6 81.8 44.7 34.3 94.3 90.1

Table 3: Evaluation of different strategies for handling different skeleton annotation formats during training.

MuPoTS-3D 3DPW MPI-INF-3DHP Human3.6M
MPJPE↓ PMPJPE↓ PCK100↑ CPS200↑ MPJPE↓ PMPJPE↓ PCK100↑ CPS200↑ MPJPE↓ PMPJPE↓ PCK100↑ CPS200↑ MPJPE↓ PMPJPE↓ PCK100↑ CPS200↑

E
ff

N
et

V
2-

S

Merged joints 91.9 67.3 63.2 69.9 72.5 48.3 79.5 69.7 69.8 51.6 80.7 79.4 44.6 34.2 93.9 89.8
Separate joints (F. 3a) 84.6 59.0 70.1 66.0 61.8 43.4 83.8 71.1 59.6 44.1 86.6 81.8 44.7 34.3 94.3 90.1
Consistency regul. (F. 3c) 81.8 57.8 72.5 72.9 61.5 43.0 84.0 71.9 59.2 43.6 86.6 82.7 45.2 33.3 94.4 90.1
Latent pred. (F. 4a) 83.0 58.9 71.4 71.2 62.0 43.6 84.0 71.7 60.2 44.7 86.1 80.2 46.5 34.4 93.9 89.5
Hybrid (F. 4b) 82.7 58.5 71.6 72.1 61.8 43.3 84.0 71.8 60.4 44.8 85.9 80.9 46.1 34.2 94.1 89.4

E
ff

N
et

V
2-

L Separate joints 82.9 57.7 71.0 70.9 60.9 42.1 84.4 73.4 59.1 42.2 88.0 85.3 41.6 32.0 95.1 92.1
Consistency regul. 81.0 57.4 72.8 74.8 60.6 41.7 84.7 74.3 57.9 41.8 88.2 84.7 40.6 30.7 95.7 92.6
Hybrid 81.3 57.9 72.4 73.9 61.1 42.0 84.6 74.3 59.2 42.8 87.2 84.3 41.8 31.4 95.6 92.6

5. Results
5.1. Benefit of Training on Many Datasets

Since one contribution of our paper is the study of
the large-scale multi-dataset training regime, an important
question is whether this brings improvements or whether
performance saturates with just a few large-scale datasets.
As a simple baseline, we train models on individual datasets
and evaluate on the corresponding test splits. (With
MuPoTS, we use MuCo-3DHP for training). We then train
on three dataset combinations, as shown in Tab. 2. There
is a clear trend showing performance improvement when
training with more datasets, and the small dataset combi-
nation also outperforms single-dataset baselines. We note
that H36M scores sometimes suffer from additional data.
H36M uses the same studio environment in the training and
evaluation split, therefore the model works better when a
large part of the training batches are filled with H36M ex-
amples, allowing it to specialize on images from this room,
but this does not reflect true generalization ability. The
model trained on the large dataset combination achieves
very strong scores across the board, confirming that using
many datasets makes a difference.

Despite the good benchmark scores, we qualitatively ob-
serve (Fig. 2) that the different skeleton outputs can still be
inconsistent among themselves.

5.2. Consistent Multi-Skeleton Prediction
A first naive baseline for achieving consistent predictions

is to merge joints from different skeletons (e.g., we pre-
dict only one “left shoulder” joint), reducing the joint count

from 555 to 163. This leads to weaker results than predict-
ing all joints separately (see Tab. 3), since joints with similar
names may represent somewhat different keypoints.

H36M is again an outlier, as the prediction with merged
joints works well for it. Since the model can easily rec-
ognize that a test image comes from the H36M studio, it
can adapt its prediction to match the H36M skeleton for-
mat. This is not possible on e.g., 3DPW, since the model
cannot know in advance what skeleton format will be used
for the reference poses of these images, since they come
from diverse in-the-wild scenes.

When using our proposed ACAE-based regularization
(c.f . Fig. 3c), we can see consistent improvements for al-
most all metrics. However, the improvement in the quali-
tative performance of the model is even more striking. As
seen in Fig. 2, the regularized model creates significantly
more consistent skeleton predictions. Especially the depth-
consistency is improved, but some errors in the frontal view
are also corrected. More qualitative results in the supple-
mentary show that this observation holds broadly.

Overall, the model that estimates latent keypoints
(Fig. 4a) has slightly lower performance than the separate-
head baseline, likely because latent keypoints may be
placed at less characteristic locations on the body and can
thus be harder to localize. Further, the latent keypoint
head’s weights are initialized from scratch, whereas the
regularization-based method fine-tunes a pre-trained head.
The hybrid combination from Fig. 4a performs slightly
worse than the model that is only regularized, but in many
cases still outperforms the baseline. This shows that a direct
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Table 4: Comparison to recent state-of-the-art works.
(*twice as long training, 384 px resolution)

MuPoTS 3DPW 3DHP H3.6M

PCK150↑ MPJPE↓ PMPJPE↓ PCK50↑ MPJPE↓ PCK150↑ MPJPE↓

ROMP [69] – 80.1 56.8 36.5 – – –
Lin [44] – 74.7 45.6 – – – 51.2
PoseAug [22] – – – – 71.1 89.2 50.2
Cheng [13] 89.6 – – – – – 49.3
Ours RN50 92.2 65.5 47.2 49.0 64.2 93.3 45.8
Ours EffV2S 93.7 61.5 43.0 51.8 60.0 95.3 45.2
Ours EffV2L 94.1 60.6 41.7 52.1 59.2 95.8 40.6
Ours EffV2L* 95.4 58.9 39.5 53.9 55.4 97.1 36.5

estimation of the discovered latent keypoints is also a viable
option. By design, this approach also produces consistent
results, since we compute a single latent set of keypoints
from which we decode all skeletons.

We also train the regularization and hybrid variants with
EffNetV2-Large (lower part of Tab. 3). Overall, the results
follow the same order, and they are better across the board.
Regularization improves results and also leads to consis-
tent predictions, and the hybrid approach is somewhat better
than the initial model trained to predict separate joints.

This means that our autoencoder-based regularization is
effective at improving results both quantitatively and qual-
itatively, and the discovered latent keypoints can be pre-
dicted directly. This opens up interesting future research
directions, as the latent keypoints can be seen as a model ag-
nostic interface, potentially allowing us to incorporate new
skeleton formats by expanding the decoder, without a need
for model specific fine-tuning or probing.

5.3. Comparison to Prior Works
In Tab. 4, we compare our final results to recent state-

of-the-art published works (using standard protocols) and
observe much better accuracy than SOTA models. We em-
phasize that this comparison is not “fair” w.r.t. the amount
of training data. However, our goal in this paper is to show
the value in large-scale multi-dataset training, and to inves-
tigate how to best supervise models in that setting.

5.4. Ablations
Chirality Equivariance Constraints. In Tab. 5, we an-
alyze the effect of enforcing chirality-equivariance on the
ACAE. In the quantitative metrics, we see approximately
no change or a slight positive effect on both evaluated mod-
els. Given that symmetry makes sense as an inductive bias,
we use chirality equivariance in our default setting.
Latent Keypoint Count. Fig. 5 shows that once a min-
imum number of latent points is reached, the reconstruc-
tion error only decreases slowly (evaluated on a held-out
pseudo-GT validation set). We evaluate several latent sizes
for fine-tuning in Tab. 6. 48 points work well in practice,
and our regularization method is robust w.r.t. this hyperpa-
rameter. When directly predicting latent keypoints, using

Table 5: Effect of enforcing chirality equivariance con-
straints on the autoencoder weight matrices.

C
hi

ra
lit

y MuPoTS 3DPW 3DHP
MPJPE↓ PCK100 CPS200 MPJPE↓ PCK100 CPS200 MPJPE↓ PCK100 CPS200

Cons. regul. 81.8 72.4 73.1 61.6 83.9 71.9 59.2 86.6 82.1
Cons. regul. ✓ 81.8 72.5 72.9 61.5 84.0 71.9 59.2 86.6 82.7
Hybrid 83.2 71.2 71.7 61.7 84.0 72.0 60.3 85.9 80.7
Hybrid ✓ 82.7 71.6 72.1 61.8 84.0 71.8 60.4 85.9 80.9

Table 6: Effect of the number of latent points on final per-
formance. We use 48 as our default setting.

#l
at

en
ts MuPoTS 3DPW 3DHP

MPJPE↓ PCK100↑ CPS200↑ MPJPE↓ PCK100↑ CPS200↑ MPJPE↓ PCK100↑ CPS200↑

C
on

s.
re

gu
l. 24 81.6 72.4 73.1 62.0 83.9 71.7 58.9 86.5 81.7

32 82.2 72.1 72.5 61.8 83.9 71.8 59.2 86.5 81.9
48 81.8 72.5 72.9 61.5 84.0 71.9 59.2 86.6 82.7
64 82.3 72.0 73.0 61.8 83.8 71.8 59.2 86.6 82.1

H
yb

ri
d 24 86.0 69.4 65.0 67.2 81.2 64.6 70.2 80.0 62.2

32 82.7 71.4 72.1 62.3 83.9 71.8 60.2 86.2 81.4
48 82.7 71.6 72.1 61.8 84.0 71.8 60.4 85.9 80.9
64 84.1 70.6 67.0 62.2 83.7 71.3 62.0 84.5 80.2
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Figure 5: Intrinsic dimension analysis of our pseudo-ground
truth with 555 joints. The residual error curve shows a char-
acteristic elbow shape.

too few or too many latent keypoints has a negative effect,
but the differences are small beyond 32.

6. Conclusion
We have proposed a principled, automatic approach to

the problem of large-scale multi-skeleton training of 3D hu-
man pose estimation. Despite its practical relevance in ex-
ploiting a large number of 3D pose datasets in one training,
this problem has been largely overlooked in the literature.

Our approach relies on a novel formulation of dimen-
sionality reduction of sets of keypoints, via an affine-
combining autoencoder with guaranteed built-in equivari-
ances to common transformations. By regularizing a 3D
human pose estimator’s output to stay close to the learned
latent space discovered by the autoencoder, we can more
effectively share information between the different datasets,
resulting in an overall more accurate and consistent pose es-
timator. We release code for data processing and training, as
well as trained models to serve as high-quality off-the-shelf
methods for downstream research.
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